Sprite Chair
Ross Lovegrove
SPRITE™ CHAIR Recognized for forward-thinking, organically inspired products crafted with innovative materials, Ross Lovegrove achieves practicality and expressiveness in Sprite—his interpretation of the quintessential side chair. The balance Lovegrove realizes between comfort and striking combinations of finishes, including exuberant colors and exotic wood surfaces, results in a chair of unsurpassed quality. Constructed of a sinuous molded wood shell, which gives the chair its contemporary appearance, Lovegrove has proportioned Sprite for workplaces, schools and residences.

ROSS LOVEGROVE Ross Lovegrove studied design at Manchester Polytechnic and subsequently trained at the Royal College of Art in London. At frog design, he contributed to the design of the Sony Walkman and Apple computers. As an in-house designer for Knoll International in Paris, Lovegrove worked on the Alessandri office system. As a co-member of the Atelier de Nîmes, along with Philippe Starck and Jean Nouvel, he acted as a design consultant to Louis Vuitton, Cacharel, Dupont and Hermès. In 1990, he created Studio X in London. Lovegrove is inspired by forms of the natural world, the possibilities of new manufacturing techniques and the ability to evoke an emotional response in users.